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I .. Introduction 
t 
I 
As J. B. Adams l has pointed out, particles with momentum 
different from the equilibrium momentum are presented in a synchrotron 
with a different n-value. Since during the relatively slow 
synchrotron oscillations the particle momenta have values differ-
ing from the equilibrium value, it appears that resonances may
thereby be reached in the A.G.S. It 1s the purpose of the present 
note (1) to review (§2) the Sfootive change in n due to m9mentum 
errors, (li) to indicate (~3) the changes in n which appear tolerable, 
and (111) to examine Cf4) the magnitudes of the momentum errors 
which may be expected to arise from synchrotron oscillations in a 
typical case. 
2. Differential Equations for Betatron Oscillations 
l A simple derivation of the differential equation for the radial motion of a particle with momentum p differing from the equilibrium 
momentum Po commences with the force equation 
•• .E..! 




- r" - eBoo 
r 2 = 
W [1 -n ~:r'r 
primes indicating differentiation with respect to the azimuthal 
angle, quantities of second order being neglected, and the mass 




where p represents the mechanical momentum and A is the vector 
po'tent1al. Considering a magnetic field of constant gradient 
independent of aZimuth, as might be expected to hold within an 
individual sector, we neglect the impulsive terms or the'character 
discussed by Powel13 and employ a vector potential A. (r,Z)~, 
for which 
A (J (r,Z) Boo [ l;n r - ~~: + ~~:. + terms ot order:~:o11 
\ I 
thus 
()A~, /a Z = Boo nZ/ro and 
r 
(l/r) d(rA_ )/ar!o =- Boo[l _n ::o] 
at points in the median plane. 
Since the magnetic field does'no'work on the particle, we treatIpl as a constant and our action principle assumes the form 
t' 
bi}{<r2 + r,2 + Z ,2) 1/2: '~Po [1+Or2 _' nr3 +' ~] ,} dpl :' 0, 
pr 2 3ro 2r 
o 0 
where primes again designate differentiation with respect t~ the 
angular coordinate ¢ and where Po ~eBoor o. 
The differential equations for the trajectory result from 
application of Euler's equations 
(aF) PF 0 and 
d¢ 
d 
or' - f)r = 
d CF) ~F 
= dp ,()z I - QZ 0 ~ 
where F repr~8ents the lntegr~ndor theforegolng integral. 
For the r-motlon we accordingly obtain 
d r' r 
+ 
d¢ f(r2 +'r t2 + Z ,2) 1)2]- (1'2 + r,2 + Z12)1/2 
nPo [(l+n)"":' n(r:) 2 + (~j +. . .]= 0 p r o 2" 
----------------------
5 
16n \ 0.2 ~ (3)~ 
,r- .- -2 ',q 
when operating near the center of the diagram (n • He 116). ' 
The tolerable momentum spread 1s thus found by the relation 
n = 0.2 whence 
, (4) 
or an acceptable variation of roughly ± 1 pe~ cent for n = 400. 
Use of larger n-values would imply still smaller tolerable varia-
tions in momentum. 
4. Expected Magnitude of Momentum Errors 
A. _:Q~.f.:f~;r_~pttal Equation for Synchrotron Oscillation 
O~c11latlons of particle momentum will be associated with the 
synohrotron phase-oscillations. The differential equation for the 
phase-oscillations is customarily5-7 written 
~(EB~)=(~)2 h eVo (s1n 160 - sin ¢) 
dt -Y r o 21l 
-
-
e->2 h eVo (sin ¢ sin p), (5)0 021f 
where ~o 1s the correct (synchronous) angular speed for a hypotheti-
cal particle with velocity Cj ~ is the electrical phase angle; h, the 
harmonic number; Es ' the energy of the (synchronous) particle; V01(6)the peak radio-frequency E.M.F.; and Y: - (dW/Ws)/(dp/ps). 
The equivalent alternative f~ 
d (E-Es ) _ ( d.eVo 
- - ,- s1n 1" - sin fio )dt We· ,2"1t' 
has also been cited and derived 1n a separate treatment by Courant. 5,9 
If we select p =1T/6 radians (the range of oscillation then being 
r- -39 0 i ¢ ~ 19O· and encompassing 52 1/2 per cent of a full 
revolutlon) I 
= 1.37 A, (14a) 
• (14b) 
Thus, following lnjection l p wide range or phase oscillation 
amplitude will imply values of ~ as large 8S 
(~)max .= tNoVh 11f eV;2~.1.17 
with the associated momentum spread given by 
• 
(f) max
=(AUax 1 ,y l fJh W o 
= 1.17 
1 1 eVo/2if (16)•, hltl E 
If dp/dt for the s7nchronous particle 1s constant, as 1n a 
magnetic field which increases linearly with time, 
dE/Turn = 21i R (1 + ~] ~ 
and, for a phase angle ¢o of 30 degrees, 
eVo!2'ir = 2R [1 t'L J~ 
+ 21tH dt 




c . acceleration time 
2 x 86.50 x 1.3 x 25 x 109 
= 
3 x 108 x 1 
= 18.7 x 103 ev 1n a typical case. (lab) 
simple argument suggests that the· mOllent~ oscillations m.j .. beoome 
quite large at that time. Thus, for adiabatic changes of 8m&11-
amplitude phase oscillations, the amplitude "damps" ·a8 (1V'1 !E) 1/4 
when the R.F.. :voltage Vo remai~7e. oonst.ant... The frequency ot..t ~ha8e 
oscillation varles3,_ ( ttljE)· 2, BOW•. ~hen ex~e7c~ thatsl~Jmax varies as ( IY) jE). and AP/P as (lip ){l/'11 Jl (ljE) f . 
To determine the nature of the momentum oscillations at the 
transition energy it 1s necessary (1) to study the adiabatic damp-
ing, tollow1ne injection, of the initially large-angle pbaae·o'sell1a-
tions and (11) to employ a special solution tor the basic differen-
tial equation 1n the neighborhood or the transition energy 'where 'the 
ohange or the parameter Y 1s no longer adiabatic. This latter 
solution oan be ·matched asymptotically to the result or tbe adiabatio 
analysia. 
(i) The damping fOlloWinf injection can be evaluated through 
use of S. C. Wright's observation 1 that the action, J (~ ! ) ~¢ • 
f remains constant under adiabatic change of the parameters. Interms 
or Wright's notation, . 
t 
I, .r' 
and thus, tor <1 - +0 small,m 
.J,..J. 1/4 -1/4 ~m - ro eX: Irl Es , 
as stated above. 
From Wrisht I s tabIe (.£2. c1 t ., p. 3) we have spec1riesllY.1 tor 
our initial amplitude of osc11Iition, 
1/2 1/2 
BE ) x 4.049 =(~) 1T(c-A -c;)2 or( 





~ t/J 1. 39. [0.995 x (0.939 x 109 )2 '4' 1/2 .,. J1/6
,r" ( m - o)tr = h1/12 (9.75 x 109)4 (1.87x10) 0.537 
x (~.988 x 109) 1/4 
\ 0.88 
- 0.112/h1/ 12 radians. 
The maximum momentum spread at the transition energy is 
determined analogously 
, 1.93 ) 
( 4P/P)tr 2 '7r1/ 2 Pad1a K1/ 6 k -1/6l11 1/4
• 1.93 (5) ~ tr sdia(~P/P)ad1a 35(3r 3' Ttl'  
3/4
x Ead18 /Etr 
Pad1a . 1/6 l'tl 1/4 3/4
• 1.21 ~tr (K/ktr ) adia Eadia IEtr , (26) 





0.995 h5/ 12 
x 
1/4(O.988xI09 ) 
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For operation points remaining on the dlag~nal of the neck-
tie, the characteristic factor exp(t1kJ is given by 
21T -Iii 
cos k • cos Cosh 
N 
s 
(Ne being the number of sectors, or one-half the number of sector-pa1rs or periods) and, by differentiation, 
21\yn 2'ir-vn(s1n k) ~k = , Ifr cosh --- - cos-N-B-~-n- [ sin NNs s 
In the present application we have selected 
-
, so 
~ (sin k)/26n = + 
27r..jn ~ For points near the center of the necktie, ___ =.l!., sin k - 1, 
and N 2 
s 
~n = + = + O.20yn ; 
2 cosh ('7r/2) 
for a point further down the diagonal toward smaller \n', such 
that, in our notation, 2~~ = 1.254 Ler. EDC!HSS-l, p. 2Q7, 
s 
sin k = 0.807, and one finds 
~n = + 0.31 ~. 
15 
211"' dEr 
---- = eV s1n~ - e + 21ir (Bz)s ar ] ..'-\.) dt o [(~Z)S s 
21( dEs • 
CU = eVo sin t - e (~Z)B' and dts 
10. cf. N. M. Blachman and E. D. Courant, Rev. Scl. lost. 
,g,£, 596 (1949). . 
11. S. C. Wright, ££ cit. 6 Discussion of the adiabatic 
Invariance of the action varIable for periodic motion with one 
degree of freedom is given, for example .. by Max Born, "The 
Mechanics of the Atom", Eng. Trans. by J. W. Fisher( rev. by
D. R. Hartree (a. Bell and Sons, Ltd., London, 1927J ~lO. 
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